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Preface

Scaling transistors into the nanometer regime has resulted in a dramatic increase in MOS leakage (i.e., off-state) current. Threshold voltages of transistors have scaled to maintain performance at reduced power supply voltages. Leakage current has become a major portion of the total power consumption, and in many scaled technologies leakage contributes 30-50% of the overall power consumption under nominal operating conditions. Leakage is important in a variety of different contexts. For example, in desktop applications, active leakage power (i.e., leakage power when the processor is computing) is becoming significant compared to switching power. In battery operated systems, standby leakage (i.e., leakage when the processor clock is turned off) dominates as energy is drawn over long idle periods.

Increased transistor leakages not only impact the overall power consumed by a CMOS system, but also reduce the margins available for design due to the strong relationship between process variation and leakage power. It is essential for circuit and system designers to understand the components of leakage, sensitivity of leakage to different design parameters, and leakage mitigation techniques in nanometer technologies. This book provides an in-depth treatment of these issues for researchers and product designers.

This book also provides an understanding of various leakage power sources in nanometer scale MOS transistors. Leakage sources at the MOS transistor level including sub-threshold, gate tunneling, and junction currents will be discussed. Manifestation of these MOS transistor leakage components at the full chip level depends considerably on several aspects including the nature of the circuit block, its state, its application workload, and process/voltage/temperature conditions. The sensitivity of the various MOS
leakage current sources at the transistor level to these conditions will be introduced. These leakage currents at the transistor level translate to the system level in various ways and therefore impact the overall system in a diverse manner. For example, transistor leakages manifest differently under normal operation compared to typical testing conditions, such as burn-in testing. Transistor leakages impact power consumption of the system depending on the system state (e.g., active condition vs. standby condition). Active system leakage power can be significantly higher than standby system leakage, due to elevated temperature and the difficulty to trade-off leakage power for performance. The impact of leakage components also depends on the style of circuit and module type (e.g., memory vs. logic).

To deal with transistor leakage, a variety of solutions is required at all levels of design. The solutions include leakage modeling and prediction, transistor modifications, circuit techniques and system modifications. This book provides an in-depth coverage of promising techniques at the transistor, circuit, and architecture levels of abstraction.

The topics discussed in this book include sources of transistor leakage and its impact, state assignment based leakage reduction, power gating techniques, dynamic voltage scaling, body-biasing, use of multiple performance transistors, leakage reduction in memory, impact of process variation on leakage and design margins, active leakage power reduction techniques, and impact of process variation and leakage on testing. Additionally, two case studies will be presented to highlight real world examples that reap the benefits of leakage power reduction solutions. The last chapter of the book will highlight transistor design choices to mitigate the increase in the leakage components as technology continues to scale.

This book would not have been possible without the concerted effort of all its contributing authors. We would like to thank them for their contribution and help with reviewing other chapters to ensure consistency. We would also like to express sincere thanks to non-contributing reviewers—Dinesh Somashekar and Keith Bowman, both of Intel Corporation. I (Siva) would like to recognize the dedicated contribution of my late colleague and friend at Intel Corporation, Brad Bloechel, without whom, lot of the experimental results in the chapters 2, 6, 8, and 9 would not have been possible. He will be missed. Finally, we want to thank our families for their patience and support through the process of compiling this book together.
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